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The Wave-particle interaction analyzer (WPIA) is a new method of observing wave-particle interactions in

space. Based on the cutting-edge of technologies in the onboard instruments, the Software-type WPIA

(S-WPIA) is installed in the ARASE satellite, which was successfully launched on December 20, 2016. The

present paper introduces the principles of the WPIA and describes the detailed design of the S-WPIA on

board the ARASE satellite. Understanding wave-particle interactions is essential in the study on space

plasma environments, because space plasmas are collisionless and their kinetic energies are transferred

through wave-particle interactions. In the conventional way of the study on wave-particle interactions via

satellites, we have compared features of plasma waves with velocity distribution functions. However, that

conventional way is not appropriate for identifying wave-particle interactions quantitatively. The nature of

wave-particle interactions lies in the phase difference between electric field vectors(E) and velocity

vectors of particles(V). This appears as the inner product form as E ・ V. The conventional way using

velocity distribution functions misses the information of this phase difference, because the velocity

distribution function is obtained on the time integration basis. The WPIA overcomes the above problem in

the conventional method by handling each detected particle and instant electric field intensity with

keeping the enough accuracy in the relative time difference between them. The ARASE satellite and its

onboard S-WPIA instrument should be frontiers in the study of wave-particle interactions. The leading

edge of the system in the ARASE satellite allows us to collect whole information of particles at every

particle detection timing and instant electric fields at every sampling timing. The collected particle and

waveform data are stored on the onboard data storage called Mission Data Recorder (MDR). The S-WPIA

calculates the phase difference and other quantities onboard reading out the data from the MDR and

send the results as well as raw data of particles and plasma waves to the ground. 

The main objective of the S-WPIA on board the ARASE satellite is to detect quantitatively the

wave-particle interaction related to the generation of the Chorus emissions. The SWPIA also targets the

quantitative detection of accelerations of electrons due to plasma waves. The function of the S-WPIA has

been already confirmed during the initial operation of the ARASE satellite. The present paper introduces

the details of the S-WPIA and discuss the strategy how we meet the objective of the S-WPIA in the

operation.
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Exploration of energization and Radiation in Geospace (ERG) is a mission for understanding particle

acceleration, loss mechanisms, and the dynamic evolution of space storms in the context of cross-energy

and cross-regional coupling [Miyoshi et al., 2012]. The ERG (ARASE) satellite was launched on December

20, 2016, and successfully inserted into an orbit. 

 

The Plasma Wave Experiment (PWE) is one of the science instruments on board the ERG satellite to

measure electric field and magnetic field in the inner magnetosphere. PWE consists of three

sub-components, EFD (Electric Field Detector), OFA/WFC (Onboard Frequency Analyzer and Waveform

Capture), and HFA (High Frequency Analyzer). Especially, OFA/WFC measures electric and magnetic field

spectrum and waveform from a few Hz to 20 kHz. OFA/WFC processes signals detected by a couple of

dipole wire-probe antenna (WPT) and tri-axis magnetic search coils (MSC) installed onboard the satellite.

The PWE-OFA subsystem calculates and produces three kind of data; OFA-SPEC (power spectrum),

OFA-MATRIX (spectrum matrix), and OFA-COMPLEX (complex spectrum). They are continuously

processed 24 hours per day and all data are sent to the ground. OFA-MATRIX and OFA-COMPLEX are

used for polarization analyses and direction finding of the plasma waves. The PWE-WFC subsystem

measures raw (64 kHz sampled) and down-sampled (1 kHz sampled) burst waveform detected by the WPT

and the MSC sensors. It activates by a command, automatic triggering, and scheduling. 

 

The initial check-out process of the PWE successfully completed, and initial data has been obtained. In

this presentation, we introduce onboard processing technique on PWE OFA/WFC and its initial results.
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Radiation belts show mysterious and dynamic variability during geospace storms. The ERG spacecraft

aims to observe the cross-energy coupling plasma physics behind the decay and enhancement of the

radiation belts. In order to cover the broad energy range from 10 eV up to 20 MeV, ERG is equipped with

6 particle instruments (XEP, HEP, MEP-e, MEP-i, LEP-e, and LEP-i). Here we review the specifications of

these sensors.
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Arase satellite has been successfully launched into the orbit. The Arase project is focuses on

understandings of plasma acceleration / loss / transport mechanisms taking place in the inner

magnetosphere. Since energy of particles is ranges over several orders in geospace, Arase carries several

particle instruments in order to cover wide energy range, from 10eV/q to 200keV/q (ions), and from 10eV

to 10MeV (electrons). LEPi (Low-energy particle experiments - ion mass analyzer) is one of the instruments

onboard Arase, which is an energy-mass spectrometer designed to measure the ions with energies from

~0.01keV/q up to 25keV/q. When the instrument passes the initial checkout phase after launch, it will

start regular observations. 

We will present the current status of LEPi.

 
Arase, low-energy ion, observation
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The Arase (ERG) satellite was launched on 20 December 2016 to study plasma process in the inner

magnetosphere. The Magnetic field experiments (MGF), which is one of the scientific experiments

onboard the Arase satellite, observes the background magnetic field and its low frequency fluctuations.

The MGF has a set of tri-axis ring-core type fluxgate sensors (MGF-S) to observe the magnetic field in the

inner magnetosphere. For accurate measurements of the magnetic field vector along the Arase orbits,

ground calibration experiments of MGF-S are needed. 

We have been performed in order to determine the sensitivity and alignment via ground calibration

experiments. From response of MGF-S to known applied magnetic field, we determined the sensitivity of

each axis and found that the error of the sensitivity is less than 0.06%. The axis of the sensor is orthogonal

to each other within 0.95 degrees. The estimated error of alignment is within 0.07 degrees. We also have

examined the temperature dependence of the sensitivity and offset. The sensitivities relative to the room

temperature have linearity with the standard error less than 0.0016, while the offset of the sensors have

no clear linearity but reproducibility against temperature. From these ground examinations, the

determination accuracies of the amplitude and direction of the magnetic field observed by the MGF will

satisfy the science requirements for the Arase observations. In this presentation, we will also evaluate and

show measurement error of MGF-S along the Arase orbit.
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We describe a novel model of magnetotail which is easily controlled by several adjustable parameters,

such as the thickness of the tail and the location of transition from dipole-like to tail-like magnetic field

lines. The model is fully three-dimensional and includes the day-night asymmetry of the terrestrial

magnetosphere, although the field lines are contained in the meridional planes. This model is well suited

to studies of the magnetotail dipolarizations which we consider to be associated with the movements of

the transition between dipole-like and tail-like field lines. Induced electric fields generated by this

reconfiguration of the magnetotail are capable of energizing electrons and ions. In some cases, the energy

of the particles can increase by a factor of 25 or more. These electric fields are also responsible for

transport of the energized particles closer to the Earth where they can be observed, either in-situ by the

satellites, or indirectly by ground-based instruments, such as riometers. Results of our calculations

suggest that this scenario provides a plausible explanation of substorm particles injections.

 
energetic particles in the inner magnetosphere, magnetotail modeling, substorm

dipolarizations, substorm particle injections
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Substorm energetic particle injections observed by multiple satellites during a small storm on 14 July

2013 are studied by considering the relativistic effect. We combine the ground observations and in situ

magnetic field and particle data from geosynchronous satellites and Van Allen Probes in the inner

magnetosphere to investigate the current systems and the energetic particle injections associated with

the substorm. Based on a classical electromagnetic field pulse model, we propose a relativistic model to

simulate the evolution of energetic particle injections during the particular substorm event. Detailed

discussion of the differences in relativistic calculation from non-relativistic ones and satellite observations

will be presented.

 
energetic particle injection, inner magnetosphere, substorm
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The electric fields at diplarization sites in the Earth's tailside have been found to be disturbed when

geomagnetic activities occurs (i.e., AL index decreases). These fields can accelerate electrons so that they

are possible to be associated with electron injection or changes in electrons' pitch-angles. Therefore, it is

essential to understand the variations of these environmental electric fields when dipolarization occurs. In

this study, observational data of electric fields from the EFI (Electric Field Instrument) on board of THEMIS

mission are analyzed. The database are selected based on dipolarization events around 10 Earth radii

identified according to THEMIS observations from year of 2008 to 2011. Both the large-scale and

wave-scale features of these dipolarization electric fields will be investigated. The preliminary results of

this analysis will be shown in the poster.

 
THEMIS mission, Electric Fields, Dipolarization
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Relativistic electron microbursts are short-lived bursty precipitations of relativistic electrons observed by

low-altitude satellite in the radiation belt. They are considered as a consequence of pitch angle scattering

of radiation belt electrons by discrete whistler-mode emissions known as chorus. Microbursts are

frequently observed during geomagnetic storms and previous studies show that atmospheric loss through

microbursts appears to contain enough electrons to deplete the radiation belt. They suggest that

microburst is an important loss process of radiation belt electrons during the main phase of geomagnetic

storms. Microbursts are also frequently observed during high-speed solar wind stream (HSS) events, while

important solar wind parameters for the frequent microburst precipitations have not been well

understood. We perform a superposed epoch analysis of the microburst occurrence during HSS events,

considering the polarity of interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and solar wind speed according to the

method used by Miyoshi and Kataoka (2008). We find the most frequent microburst precipitations during

the highest-speed solar wind streams with a southward offset of IMF (SBZ-fast HSS events), indicating that

both the southward IMF and fast solar wind are important for enhanced microburst precipitations. We

also demonstrate that fluxes of radiation belt electrons with energies from hundreds keV up to 7 MeV

preferentially increase during the SBZ-fast HSS events. The result suggests that loss through microbursts

is not major loss process of radiation belt during the HSS events. We conclude that relativistic electron

microbursts can be a proxy of acceleration of MeV electrons by chorus.

 
radiation belt, high speed solar wind streams, radiation belt dropout
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Interplanetary (IP) shock is known to have a large effect on the electrons trapped in the inner

magnetosphere. Observations have shown that the enhancement of the electron flux depends on the

pitch angle and energy. It is also proposed that when the IP shock impinges on the magnetosphere, the

electrons in the radiation belts are energized not only by induced electric field but also waves excited by

low-energy electrons. Therefore, we conduct simulations for acceleration processes of both energized and

low-energy electrons by using the global magnetohydrodynamics(MHD) simulation and Comprehensive

Inner Magnetosphere-Ionosphere Model (CIMI).In MHD simulation, 12 solar wind conditions are imposed

on the upstream boundary condition by changing solar wind velocity, solar wind density and Bz of the

Interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). We examine the results of response of the electron flux, temperature

anisotropy, the ratio of cyclotron frequency and plasma frequency, the ratio of hot and cold electron

density and cold electron density.  

We obtained the simulation results as follow. 1) Generally, when the IP shock arrives, energetic electrons

(>50 keV) in the dayside magnetosphere are accelerated by the sudden enhancement of the electric field

associated with a compressional wave. On the nightside when southward IMF is imposed electrons are

transported inward due to E×B drift because the convection electric field is developed. 2) Temperature

anisotropy is increased on the nightside by the E×B drift. The value is more than 1 when southward IMF is

imposed. 3) Plasmapause is slightly compressed by the compressional wave. Plasmapause is contracted

by the convection electricfield when sauthward IMF is imposed. 4) The ratio of plasma frequency and

cyclotron frequency is decreased because the magnetic field is increased.
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Relativistic electron fluxes of the outer radiation belt dynamically change in response to solar wind

variations. There are several time scales for the particle acceleration in MeV energy range. One of the

shortest acceleration processes is wave-particle interactions between drifting electrons and fast-mode

waves induced by compression of the dayside magnetopause through interplanetary shocks (e.g., Li et al.,

1993). In order to investigate how relativistic electrons are accelerated by fast-mode waves driven by solar

wind pressure pulse, we perform a code-coupling simulation using the GEMSIS-RB test particle simulation

(Saito et al., 2010) and the GEMSIS-GM global MHD magnetosphere simulation (Matsumoto et al., 2010).

As a case study, the interplanetary pressure pulse with the dynamic pressure of ~ 5 nPa is used as an

up-stream condition. In the magnetosphere, the fast mode waves with the azimuthal electric field (

negative Ephi : |Ephi| ~ 10 mV/m) propagates from the dayside and then extends to the entire dayside

magnetosphere from 0600 to 1800 MLT. Using the electric/magnetic fields simulated by the GEMSIS-GM,

we calculate the electron motion with different initial conditions (energy, and pitch angle). As a result, the

increase of electron fluxes occurs for a wide energy range and energy spectrum become hard. The

acceleration depends on the initial energy of electrons. We also investigate initial pitch angle dependence

of acceleration and find that the fluxes of electron whose initial pitch angle closer to 90°are largely

enhanced. The pitch angle dependence may be a result of the latitudinal structure of the induced electric

fields and the pich angle dependence of the drift velocity.  

The results of investigation for initial energy and pitch angle imply that the acceleration condition of

electrons is related to propagation speed of fast-mode waves, drift velocity of electrons and the spatial

structure of electric field.

 
radiation belt
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An interplanetary (IP) shock is known to have a large impact on magnetospheric ions. We have performed

test particle simulation under the electric and magnetic fields provided by the global

magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) simulation developed by Tanaka et al. (2010). In this particular simulation,

the solar wind speed was increased from 372 to 500 km/s in order to reproduce the IP shock. The

number density in the solar wind was set to a constant to be 5 cm-3, and the Z component of the

interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) was turned from +5 to -5 nT. Just after the arrival of the IP shock, a fast

mode wave propagated tailward in the magnetosphere. Dawnward electric field comes in first, followed by

duskward electric field. The amplitude of the electric field exceeded 20 mV/m. We reconstructed the

evolution of phase space density of H+, He+, O+ ions by tracing trajectories of the ions backward on the

basis of Liouville’s theorem. The trajectory and the phase space density are found to be drastically

modified by the fast mode wave in different ways. (1) The ion flux increases at entire energy range. This

effect has been traditionally considered. (2) Multiple energy-time dispersion appears in energy-time

spectra of the ions with energy less than ~100 keV due to adiabatic acceleration at high latitudes. This is

associated with bounce motion (bounce phase bunching), and consistent with the Cluster satellite

observation reported by Zong et al. (2012). (3) The ion flux depends on gyro phase due to gyro phase

bunching. The gyro phase bunching is prominent for ions with initial speed being comparable to, or less

than the ambient ExB drift speed. These results imply that the guiding center approximation is invalid for

the ring current ions when large-amplitude fast mode wave is propagating associated with the IP shock.

We also calculated temperature anisotropy. The temperature anisotropy increases near the leading edge

of the wave where the dawnward electric fields is strong. The increase in the temperature anisotropy may

favor the excitation of electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves, and may lead to rapid precipitation of

ions and electrons. We evaluated growth of EMIC waves by using KUPDAP (Kyoto University Plasmas

Dispersion Analysis Program). We will discuss the effect of IP shock on growing EMIC waves.

 
Ring current, Interplanetary shock
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It is observationally known that protons and oxygen ions are the main components of the ring current

during magnetic storms and are considered to have different source and supply mechanisms. In order to

characterize the ion supply to the ring current during magnetic storms, we study the properties of

energetic proton and oxygen ion phase space densities (PSDs) during the 23-25 April 2013 geomagnetic

storm observed by the Van Allen Probes spacecraft. We calculated ion PSDs for specific first adiabatic

invariants ( for proton; for oxygen ion) and the local pitch angles near 90 degrees. The PSD profiles as a

function of L show that both proton and oxygen ions penetrated to L < 5 during the main phase of the

magnetic storm. The timing of oxygen ion penetration was approximately the same for all values. The

observations also show that oxygen ions penetrated more deeply in L and earlier in time than protons for

the same value. The early penetration of oxygen ions suggest that the source of the transported oxygen

ions was located closer to the Earth than the inner edge of plasma sheet protons. We also discuss the

possibility that the interaction between >200 keV oxygen ions and Pc3 ULF waves in the inner

magnetosphere causes selective transport of oxygen ions. Our results imply the importance of the

contribution from >200 keV oxygen ions to the storm-time ring current.
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We investigate proton and oxygen ion energization during the main phase of magnetic storms. This study

addresses one of the unresolved issues: supply, transport, and acceleration of ionospheric oxygen ions in

the inner magnetosphere during magnetic storms. It is also yet to be determined whether oxygen ion

contribution to the storm-time plasma pressure (and the ring current) is spatially global or localized.

Plasma pressure in the inner magnetosphere is dominated by proton and oxygen ions with energies of a

few to a few hundreds of keV. It is well known that such energetic oxygen ions increase drastically on a

short time scale (< a few tens of minutes). We thus examine impulsive flux enhancements of protons and

oxygen ions observed by the RBSPICE and HOPE instruments on board the Van Allen Probes spacecraft. 

 

Van Allen Probes observed oxygen ion enhancements during the main phase of the 17 March 2015 storm.

The oxygen energy density showed different temporal variations and radial profile from the proton energy

density. It was enhanced during the early main phase (Dst ~ -120 nT) up to the proton energy density level

in an L range of 3 to 5. However, it decreased by about an order of magnitude around the beginning of the

later main phase. It was increased again during the later phase (Dst ~ -220 nT) particularly at L ~ 3, while it

did not reach the early phase level. The radial profile was affected by temporarily impulsive

enhancements more significantly than the proton energy density. The difference between the outbound

(pre-midnight) and inbound (around midnight) paths is much clearer for oxygen ions than protons. 

 

In this poster, we show the results of multi-event studies on such mass-dependent features during

magnetic storms that occurred in 2013 to 2016. Our analysis is particularly focused on changes of energy

spectra and pitch angle distributions, and spatial distributions of the oxygen ion contribution to the ring

current. We discuss when and where ionospheric oxygen ions are energized to make a significant

contribution to the ring current.

 
Magnetic storms, Ring current, Oxygen ion outflow, Plasma transport and acceleration
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In this paper, radiation belt response to the two largest geomagnetic storms of Solar Cycle 24 (17 March

2015 and the 22 June 2015) is investigated in detail. Even though both storms are primarily CME driven,

each has its own complexities [Liu et al., 2015, Kataoka et al., 2015]. Using the CCMC’s run-on-request

system, modeling results using the RBE (Radiation Belt Environment) model within the SWMF (Space

Weather Modeling Framework) and the RBE model coupled with the SWMF and RCM (Rice Convection

Model, which takes the ring current’s contribution into consideration) will be examined. Comparative

and comprehensive analyses of the same event from two different models and of two events from the

same model/model suite will be provided. Focus will be specially given to impacts of different solar wind

drivers on radiation belt dynamics and to the coupling and interactions of different plasma

populations/physical processes within the region.
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We statistically investigate the spatial distribution of magnetosonic waves at f < 32 Hz and proton ring-like

distribution observed by Van Allen Probes from September 2012 to December 2016. The spatial

distribution of magnetosonic waves has an occurrence peak at L = 4 −6 and 13 −16 MLT and that of

proton ring-like distribution has an occurrence peak at L = 4 –7 and 13 –17 MLT. The coincidence of the

occurrence frequency peaks suggests that proton ring-like distribution is likely to be an energy source of

magnetosonic waves. We reveals that the proton ring-like distribution with Vr > 2VA has potential to excite

magnetosonic waves at f < 32 Hz, where Vr and VA are ring velocity and Alfvén velocity, respectively. Case

studies of convective growth rate analysis confirms the possibility of wave excitation by the proton

ring-like distribution near the frequency of waves observed by satellites in these cases. Under the

disturbed magnetospheric condition, the occurrence rate of magnetosonic waves increase up to 10 %

and the ring energy increases up to ∼20 keV. This is consistent with an idea that and the high ring energy

satisfies the wave growth condition of Vr > 2VA. The condition of wave excitation at low frequency is

attributed of a weighting function included in the calculation of the convective growth rate. A statistical

analysis of the wave frequency reveals that magnetosonic waves in plasma trough are observed around

the multiples of local proton cyclotron frequency except the first harmonics and most of them are

considered to be excited locally, while some of magnetosonic waves observed inside the plasmapause

seems to propagate from the other region.

 
inner magnetosphere, plasma waves, magnetosonic waves, equatorial noise, ring like

distribution, Van Allen Probes
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We have conducted a self-consistent hybrid simulation, successfully reproducing EMIC emissions with

falling-tone frequencies. The hybrid simulation is implemented with a parabolic ambient magnetic field. In

the simulation, strong oxygen band EMIC emissions are generated through nonlinear wave growth. The

cold ion density is modulated by electrostatic structures which are induced by the forward and backward

propagating oxygen band EMIC waves. Along with the growth of the oxygen band, the helium band waves

also grow because of the linear growth and the nonlinear growth. The nonlinear growth of the helium

band waves is affected by the cold plasma density modulation, and there appear short wave packets of

helium band emissions. The short wave packets entrap energetic protons efficiently, resulting in

electromagnetic proton hills in the velocity phase space. The proton hill forms a nonlinear resonant

current causing the falling frequency of the EMIC waves. We find strong deformation of the velocity

distribution function of the energetic protons due to the proton hill being guided by the increasing

resonance velocity.
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We examine plasma conditions associated with the excitation of electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC)

waves in the inner magnetosphere (L < ~7). Measurements from the Van Allen Probes (r = 1.1 - 5.8 Re) are

used. EMIC wave events were identified from the polarization analysis of high-resolution magnetic field

data from the Electric and Magnetic Field Instrument Suite and Integrated Science (EMFISIS) onboard the

Van Allen Probes. The time span is from November 2012 to August 2014, which is one complete Van

Allen Probes magnetic local time (MLT) precession. Plasma measurements were obtained from the

Helium, Oxygen, Proton, Electron (HOPE) instrument. We calculate the observational growth parameter (

Σh) of the EMIC waves and the theoretical EMIC instability threshold (Sh) to determine if the plasmas are

favorable for EMIC wave excitation, i.e., Σh –Sh > 0. Σh and Sh are calculated using measurements of the

hot (>1 keV) proton anisotropy, parallel hot proton plasma beta, the hot proton density, and the density of

electrons. We examine occurrence rates and spatial distributions for the wave-favorable plasma

conditions and the ratios of wave vs. non-wave occurrences under these conditions. Plasmas most

favorable for EMIC wave generation are primarily observed at the probe apogee (L = ~6). Peak EMIC wave

occurrence is found in the afternoon - midnight (1600 - 0100) MLT sectors. This same region coincides

with the enhancements of parallel hot proton plasma beta and hot proton density. Hot proton anisotropy

measurements peak in the midnight - noon (0 - 1200) MLT sectors.

 
Plasma waves and instabilities, Wave/particle interactions, Magnetospheric configuration and

dynamics, Magnetosphere - inner, Ring current
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Energetic electron losses from the outer radiation belt occur during magnetic storm and substorm. One of

the mechanisms is precipitation into the atmosphere and electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves are

one of candidates to cause pitch angle scattering of energetic electron. EMIC waves ,which are observed

in the Pc1–Pc2 frequency range (0.1–5Hz) are excited by the ion cyclotron instability in the equatorial

region of the magnetosphere during the main and the recovery phase of magnetic storms. It has been

theoretically studied that EMIC waves play an important role in energetic electron precipitation into the

atmosphere, but there have been limited experimental observations to support this idea. 

Here, we investigated relation between occurrence of EMIC waves and energetic electron precipitation by

means of ground-based magnetometers and low frequency (LF) radio wave propagation observation and

confirmed EMIC waves to be driving electron precipitation. 

We use induction magnetometer data in North America (ISEE and CARISMA stations) to investigate

occurrence of EMIC waves. LF radio wave signals transmitted from WWVB, United States(40.7°N, 255.0°E,

L=2.28), are observed at Athabasca, Canada(54.7°N, 246.7°E, L=4.35) to investigate precipitation of

energetic electron (>100kev) into the atmosphere. LF radio waves propagate, reflecting between earth’s

surface and the lower ionospheric boundary (altitude=~70-90km). Ionization caused by precipitating

electron in the lower ionosphere changes altitude of the reflection height, resulting in a deviation of the

LF wave phase from that in undisturbed conditions. 

We detected energetic electron precipitation from the LF radio wave observation in 07:00-09:20 UT on

July 7, 2011 and EMIC waves were observed by the induction magnetometer at Athabasca in 05:35-10:55

UT on the same day. At the almost same time, EMIC waves were observed at some CARISMA stations.

These observations indicate that EMIC waves are expected to cause detected electron precipitation. 

Polarization characteristics of EMIC waves which reflect locations where the waves inject into the

ionosphere and direction of subsequent horizontal propagation in the F-region were examined by

cross-spectrum analysis of EMIC waves. 

Based on time variations in intensity, frequency, polarization sense, and angle of the major axis, the period

of EMIC appearance could be divided into six sequential events. This suggests that source of the EMIC

waves observed in 05:35-10:55UT was not a single but consisted of multiple locations locations. 

We found that time variation of the LF wave phase corresponds to that of EMIC waves, and the deviation

of the LF wave phase only occurred during the 2nd, 3rd and 4th EMIC events. This result implies that the

source locations of the three EMIC events were close to the Athabasca-WWVB radio wave propagation

path and the EMIC-driven energetic electron precipitation caused the phase deviation of WWVB signal. 

Identification of actual source locations of the EMIC events is a future work. 
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Pc1 geomagnetic pulsations are often found in the ELF magnetic field data obtained by two sets of

induction magnetometers EL-12 constructed by Tierra Technica Co. Ltd, placed in North-South and

East-West directions at Kawatabi, Osaki, Miyagi prefecture Japan. The magnetic latitude of the

observation site is N30 and the L value is about 1.3. 

Although the data coverage was not very good, we have found 7 examples of pearl structures, within the

frequency range of 1 to 5 Hz. They showed temporal variation of bandwidth such as 0.3 to 1.2Hz, or 0.9

to 1.8 Hz, forming pearl structures in dynamic spectra. The frequency itself also varied with time: they

rose in 3 cases found in pre-midnight, and fall in 4 cases in the pre-midnight region. 

Polarization of the magnetic variation was examined by using Fourier components of N-S and E-W

magnetic field components. We have 4 evens for which E-W and N-S observations were available. The

polarization was steady and right-handed for one event, but for the rest, it was variable. One event

showed left-handed polarization at higher frequency and right-handed in the lower. Other two events

showed alternative polarizations pearl to pearl.

 
Pc1, pearl, pulsation, ELF, magnetic variation, polarization
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Radial transport of relativistic electrons in the inner magnetosphere can be driven by drift resonance with

Pc5 Ultra Low Frequency (ULF) waves. The radial transport due to the drift resonance has been

considered as one of important acceleration mechanisms of the outer radiation belt electrons. In the

course of the radial transport, the energy and equatorial pitch angle of electron change under

conservation of the first and second adiabatic invariants. The change in the drift period in the course of

radial transport thus depends on the adiabatic process, and it can affect the radial transport rate of the

electrons. In other words, the radial transport rate due to the drift resonance depends on the equatorial

pitch angle and can form the characteristic pitch angle distributions (PADs). In this study, we investigate

the radial transport of relativistic electrons due to the drift resonance with a monochromatic Pc5 wave

and focus on formation of PADs of the outer radiation belt electrons. 

We use two simulation models of the inner magnetosphere: GEMSIS-Ring Current (RC) and

GEMSIS-Radiation Belt (RB). The RC simulation, which is a self-consistent and kinetic numerical

simulation code, solves the five-dimensional Boltzmann equation for the ring-current ions coupled with

Maxwell equations. The RB simulation calculates trajectories of guiding center of test-particles in arbitrary

magnetic and electric field. We used electric and magnetic fields of a monochromatic Pc5 wave in the

inner magnetosphere obtained from the RC simulation as background fields in the RB simulations. We

traced an order of 107 of radiation belt electrons to calculate phase space density of the electrons at each

position in the equatorial plane. 

Simulation results show formation of characteristic PADs depending on the energy and location (L value),

which can be explicable of the pitch angle dependence of resonance conditions. At some fixed location

and energy range, the PADs can change from pancake-like to butterfly-like distributions, as the transport

by the monochromatic Pc5 wave progresses. These butterfly distributions can be seen when electrons

with small (oblique) pitch angles satisfy the resonance condition. It is also found that the small pitch angle

electrons can be transported further inward because PA change to larger value through the adiabatic

transport enables them to satisfy resonance condition in wider L range compared to the 90-degrees PA

electrons.

 
Radiation belt electrons, Drift resonance, Pitch angle distributions
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It is well known that MeV electron flux efficiently increases during the recovery phase of magnetic storms.

ULF wave propagating in the magnetosphere is recognized as one of the possible candidates which can

accelerate the electron in the radiation belt while various acceleration processes have been widely

proposed by many investigators. 

In this study, total 20 electron flux enhancement events associated with the CIR (Corotating Interaction

Region) driven storms in 2008 have been analyzed using the magnetic field vector data obtained by GOES

10 and 11 satellites. The GOES 10 and 11 were located at 60 deg. and 75 deg. West in geographical

longitude, respectively, which corresponds to 1 hour separation in local time. We used the bandpass

filtered (150-1000 sec) magnetic data in the ENP coordinate system to investigate the oscillation mode of

the field line and the propagation characteristics of Pc5 pulsations in the GEO orbit (6.6 Re). 

As a result, following features are observed, that is: both the P (compressional mode) and T (transverse

mode) components of the Pc5 strongly enhances at th beginning of the electron flux decreasing in the

night side sectors: the Pc5 power is relatively low at the mooning sectors: the dominant frequencies vary

from high to low during the electron flux decreasing, which is quite apparent at the afternoon-night

sectors. These observational facts indicates that the source region of the Pc5 during the electron flux

decreasing can be considered at the evening sectors. The particle injection from night side associated

with substorms may generates the ULF wave in the evening sectors. The decreasing of the dominant

frequencies also suggests the particle injection from night side associated with substorms from the night

to evening sectors.

 
ULF wave, MeV electron flux, Substorm
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We study the modulation of the generation process of whistler-mode chorus emissions under the

presence of ULF waves in the inner magnetosphere. Previous studies revealed properties of chorus

generation depending on the number density of energetic electrons, temperature anisotropy of velocity

distribution function, and spatial gradient of the background magnetic field [Katoh and Omura, 2011,

2013, 2017]. The properties of both energetic electrons and the background magnetic field are also

varied by the presence of ULF waves in the inner magnetosphere [e.g., Xia et al., 2016]. The range of

parameters controlling chorus generation should be examined by a self-consistent simulation reproducing

the generation process of chorus emissions. By referring the range of variations of the background

magnetic field for toroidal and poloidal mode ULF waves, we carry out a series of electron hybrid code

simulations, changing number density and temperature anisotropy of energetic electrons. Simulation

results clarify that the variation of the spatial gradient of the background magnetic field controls whether

or not distinct chorus emissions are generated from the magnetic equator. The results of the present

study serve useful information in understanding in-situ observation of both chorus and ULF waves and

related wave-particle interactions occurring in the inner magnetosphere.
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Magnetospheric ULF waves are known to cause periodic modulations of the flux of ring current ions

(energy range ~10-300 keV). Many previous studies reported ion flux modulation events associated with

second harmonic poloidal mode standing Alfvén waves. In this study, we report Van Allen Probes

observations of an ion flux modulation event associated with a fundamental poloidal wave. The wave

(period ~ 100s) was observed on 6 October 2012 in the prenoon and produced a giant pulsation on the

ground. The standing wave mode was unambiguously determined from the relationship between the

electric and magnetic field perturbations at the spacecraft. The field oscillations were accompanied by

oscillations of the flux of ions over an energy range of 100-200 keV. Contrary to previously reported

similar ULF wave events with strong modulation of equatorial protons, the flux oscillations in the present

event were strongest at pitch angles around 30 degrees. The amplitude and phase of the ion flux

oscillations exhibited signatures of drift resonance at 150 keV, from which the wave is inferred to be

propagating westward with an azimuthal wave number of 35. This wave number is consistent with the ion

finite Larmor radius effects seen in ion fluxes measured at different phases of the spacecraft spin. The ion

phase space density exhibits a radial gradient that is consistent with theoretical prediction of an instability

involving drift resonance of ring current ions with fundamental poloidal waves.

 
Fundamental standing Alfvén wave, Van Allen Probes, Ring current ions
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Lower-hybrid waves are frequently observed near the geomagnetic equator in the inner magnetosphere

(i.e., equatorial noise). They are in the frequency range between the proton gyrofrequency and the LH

frequency, and were found to propagate approximately perpendicular to the background magnetic field

with almost linear polarization. We have focused on the capability of the LH waves to scatter electrons,

and showed that the diffusions could occur via both cyclotron and Landau resonances. To have the

cyclotron resonance to occur, the electron energies should be higher than 1.56 MeV. On the contrary, the

Landau resonance occurs even for relatively lower energies from 1.4 keV. Here, the linear resonance

condition is assumed under the observed LH wave parameters such as the propagation angle of 85

degree and the frequency of 130 Hz in a plasma environment with the Alfven velocity of 1150 km/s. 

 

In this presentation, we discuss the Landau resonance between electrons and LH waves, by performing

test particle simulation. The LH waves are given as a superposition of sinusoidal waves with different

frequencies propagating highly perpendicular to the background magnetic field. The given waves obey

the cold plasma dispersion relation. We evaluate the pitch-angle diffusion coefficient of electrons with

energies from a few eV to 1 MeV. We discuss changes in pitch-angle distributions related to the diffusion

processes.

 
pitch-angle diffusion, electron, lower-hybrid wave, inner magnetosphere
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Whistler-mode chorus emissions are defined as coherent emissions with frequency sweep, and are

frequently observed by various satellites in the Earth's inner magnetosphere. Chorus emissions are

generated by energetic electrons in the kinetic energy range from a few to tens of keV through nonlinear

wave-particle interactions, and energetic electrons are scattered their pitch angle by generated chorus

emissions. The pitch angle scattering is closely related to energetic electron precipitation into the

ionosphere, contributing to diffuse and pulsating aurora. Conventionally, it has been considered that

particles satisfying the cyclotron resonance condition are scattered toward the loss cone by whistler mode

waves. Li et al. (2015) indicated, however, that low pitch angle particles tend to be scattered away from

the loss cone by coherent whistler mode waves. Omura et al. (1991) reviewed the study of the motion of

particles under the presence of coherent waves and represented the equation of motion of particle near

the resonance condition as a pendulum equation. They assumed in the derivation of the equation that the

pitch angle of particles is not small (Nunn, 1974). 

 

In this study, we derive the equation of the motion of particles without the assumption of small pitch angle

to consider pitch angle scattering near the loss cone in the velocity phase space. We clarify that electrons

near the loss cone satisfying the cyclotron resonant condition are scattered away from the loss cone due

to the Lorentz force caused by the wave magnetic field and the parallel velocity component of electrons.

In order to reproduce the pitch angle scattering caused by chorus emissions, we carry out a test particle

simulation using the simulation system along a dipole magnetic field line and a whistler mode wave

model. Results of the test particle simulation are consistently explained by the nonlinear theory we

derived, and the pitch angle variation due to the nonlinear effect strongly depends on the wave

amplitude. In particular, for the case of the large amplitude wave, most of resonant electrons are trapped

by the coherent wave and are efficiently scattered away from the loss cone, resulting in less precipitating

electrons. Furthermore, assuming 20 keV electrons uniformly distributed in the pitch angle range from 0

to 90 degrees, we estimate the modulation of pitch angle distribution while electrons encounter one wave

packet of chorus emissions. Our results indicate that most of low pitch angle electrons scattered away

from the loss cone and build a bump of distribution at the moderate pitch angle satisfying the cyclotron

resonant condition. These results suggest that the relation between chorus wave intensity and the flux of

auroral electron precipitation is not straightforward and that the nonlinear effect newly proposed by the

present study should be taken into account.

 
chorus emissions, pitch angle scattering, wave-particle interaction
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Pitch-angle scattering by radio waves in the VLF ( 3-30kHz) band is thought to be a major loss mechanism

for energetic radiation-belt electrons. Resonant interactions with Whistler-mode VLF waves can alter the

reflection altitude of trapped electrons 100keV - 1MeV; when a particle reflects at a low enough altitude,

it can be removed from the magnetosphere through collisions with ionospheric constituents. Terres- trial

lightning provides a natural and constantly-occurring source of VLF waves. Here we present a

three-dimensional forward model of lightning-induced electron precipitation (LEP) due to resonant

pitch-angle scattering from a single lightning stroke. 

 

Previous efforts (Lauben 1998, Bortnik 2006) have used two-dimensional raytracing combined with

analytical expressions of pitch-angle scattering to forward model precipitation from a single stroke as a

function of input and output latitude. However these models are limited in geospatial accuracy by their

use of ideal plasmasphere and magnetic field models. We expand on these techniques by incorporating

three- dimensional raytracing through a realistic plasmasphere and magnetic field model, to better

capture the spatial dependence of LEP. 

 

We then combine our end-to-end model of the LEP process with terrestrial lightning activity data from the

GLD360 sensor network to construct a realtime geospatial model of LEP-driven energy deposition into the

ionosphere. We explore global and seasonal statistics, provide precipitation estimates across a variety of

magnetospheric conditions, and compare the total impact to other magnetospheric loss processes. The

completed model is well-suited for comparison with satellite electron flux measurements, such as those

from the Arase mission.
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We perform test particle simulations for relativistic electrons interacting with a whistler-mode chorus

packet propagating at oblique angles. The properties of group velocity of obliquely propagating whistler

mode waves are analyzed. The group velocity of lower band chorus is nearly parallel to the magnetic field,

which justify the gyroaveraging method. In the gyroaveraging method, we calculate the equations of

motion of electrons averaging the cyclotron motion at gyrocenter and reducing the simulation from

two-dimensional system to one-dimensional system. In the simulations, we found that multiple resonances

are essential in electron accelerations. We trace evolution of a delta function of relativistic electrons in a

phase space of kinetic energy and equatorial pitch angle, and then obtain numerical Green's functions of

the chorus wave-particle interactions. The efficiency of the MeV electron acceleration by the Landau

resonance is confirmed by examining the Green's functions in a wide range of kinetic energies. We

investigate the rate of energy gain of the cyclotron resonance acceleration and the Landau resonance

acceleration, and find that the perpendicular component of wave electric field dominates both

accelerations for MeV electrons. Furthermore, we find that the efficient acceleration of MeV electrons is

contributed by the proximity between the parallel components of Vp and Vg of oblique whistler mode

waves. The proximity makes the interaction time of the Landau resonance much longer than that of the

cyclotron resonance, resulting in efficient acceleration of MeV electrons.

 
Whistler mode waves, Relativistic electrons, Landau resonance
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We perform test particle simulations of charged particles in an external constant electric field and

electrostatic wave fields. We solve equations of motion, which take the same form as the pendulum

equation, and we study nonlinear dynamics of particles with different values of inhomogeneity factor S

defined as a ratio of the wave amplitude to the background electrostatic field. The target of the present

study is to understand nonlinear dynamics of resonant particles interacting with coherent waves in space

plasmas. Electromagnetic waves such as whistler-mode chorus, hiss emissions, and electromagnetic ion

cyclotron (EMIC) waves in the inner magnetosphere contain structures of coherent waves with various

discrete frequencies. Their interaction with resonant particles can be approximated by the nonlinear

pendulum equation, or the equations of motion for a charged particle in a one-dimensional electrostatic

wave potential. Conventionally, particle scattering and energization are studied as particle diffusion by

incoherent waves without any background field causing adiabatic variation of the drift velocity. However,

this model, called quasi-linear diffusion model, cannot explain “super diffusion”, referring to MeV

energization and precipitation of particles in a few minutes, found in observations of chorus, hiss, and

EMIC waves. To describe the super diffusion with the simplified electrostatic model, we introduce the

external constant field, which corresponds to an inhomogeneous magnetic field causing adiabatic motion

such as mirror motion. All particles are accelerated uniformly and constantly as an adiabatic motion, and

they are dramatically heated by scattering and/or nonlinear trapping through resonant interaction with

the waves. The present simulation model demonstrates the super diffusion due to coherent waves and the

external field.
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Our preceding study examined the efficient electrons acceleration processes called Relativistic Turning

Acceleration (RTA) and Ultra-relativistic Turning Acceleration (URA), and the mechanism how the outer

radiation belt is formed. This time, we undertake an update of the chorus wave model used in the

preceding simulation in order to reflect the observational data more precisely. By referring to the latest

observations by Van Allen Probes (Foster et al. 2017), we update the chorus wave source model excited

around the equator whose amplitude was assumed to grow monotonically in the preceding simulation.

The new wave model in the current simulation represents the sub-packet structure in its amplitude

variation. Sub-packet amplitude structure is such that when the wave amplitude nonlinearly grows to

reach the optimum amplitude, it starts decreasing until crossing the threshold. Once it crosses the

threshold, the wave dissipates and a new wave arises to repeat the nonlinear growth and damping in the

same manner. The multiple occurrence of these wave generation to dissipation processes forms a saw

tooth-like amplitude variation called sub-packet. This sub-packet structure is one of the most distinctive

features of chorus waves we can find from the observations and hence should be carefully included in the

simulation wave model. Due to the rapid variation of amplitude sub-packet structure, however, the wave

frequency as a function of amplitude also undergoes a fluctuation in time variation. This fluctuation is

assumed to decrease the duration and efficiency of wave-electron resonance and resultant electron

acceleration. We examine the electrons acceleration processes including RTA and URA by the

sub-packets and analyze the formation mechanism of a highly energized radiation belt. First we insert 36

test particles assigned with different gyro-phases for 3 different initial energy levels: 500keV, 1MeV and

2MeV with the pitch angle of 85 degrees. The simulation results here are compared with those from the

preceding study to well understand the acceleration mechanism of individual electrons. Based on this, we

next conduct a statistical analysis how these accelerated electrons collectively form the outer radiation

belt. We apply the Green’s function method covering a sufficient number of electrons with the initial

energies from 10keV to 2MeV and the initial pitch angles from 10 to 90 degrees. By the overall

simulations, we reach a conclusion on how in detail the individual electron is sufficiently accelerated by

the sub-packet chorus waves, and how the accelerated electrons collectively form the outer radiation belt.
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We perform two-dimensional electromagnetic particle simulations to study basic characteristics of

whistler-mode 

wave particle interaction involved in chorus emissions propagating oblique to the static magnetic field.

We assume 

a simple periodic (x, y) system with the magnetic field taken in the x-direction. Assuming energetic

electrons 

with an anisotropic bi-Maxwellian velocity distribution function, we first test the linear whistler-mode

instability 

driven by temperature anisotropy to confirm the numerical property of the simulation code. With the

electrostatic 

components parallel to the magnetic field, which have been neglected in the previous simulation studies

on chorus 

emissions, we find the linear phase of the instability is much affected by the Electrostatic thermal

fluctuations. 

It is necessary to put many super-particles in a grid cell to suppress the thermal fluctuation. With 30,000

particles 

per cell, we have confirmed a good agreement of the wave growth in the parallel direction with the linear

growth 

rate. We next put an array of antennas with obliquely aligned to uniform magnetic field, and oscillate the

antenna 

current with a variable frequency below the electron cyclotron frequency to excite a large amplitude

whistler-mode 

wave obliquely propagating to the static magnetic field. In addition to the nonlinear trapping of energetic

electrons 

through the cyclotron resonance, another nonlinear trapping of electrons by the Landau resonance takes

place. 

Structures of the nonlinear trapping potentials changes with a varying frequency, affecting the efficiency

of 

energy transfer between the wave and energetic electrons. We study nonlinear evolution of the wave

packet, and 

competing processes of both resonances in accelerating the energetic electrons to higher energies.
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A statistical analysis of the daily, monthly, yearly and solar cycle variations of plasmaspheric plasma from

near earth to the dayside magnetopause is investigated by using the equatorial mapping data of the

ground-based global position system (GPS) total electron content (TEC) from the noon meridian for the

years of 2003-2015. During the geomagnetic storms, the mapped TEC data often showed clear plume

structures in the afternoon sectors, which had been detached from plasmasphere towards sunward and

reached the dayside magnetopause. However, the plasma in the plume was exhausted after the main

phase of the storms and the plasmasphere needed one day or a few days to be refilled. This exhaustion

may be because of the plasmspheric plasma escaping through the dayside magnetopause where the

magnetic reconnection or magnetopause shadowing occurred. The mapped TEC plumes and

plasmasphere refillings preferred to appear around every afternoon and often reached the dayside

magnetopause with different TEC value depending on the solar and geomagnetic conditions, which also

preferred to appear in the months from March to May and from October to December and in the years

during solar maximum. These results may suggest that the plasma in the plumes escaped away through

the magnetopause due to the dayside magnetic reconnection or magnetopause shadowing during the

recover phase of the geomagnetic storms, and the polar ionosphere continuously refills plasma into the

plasmasphere during the quiet days, which can be stored and partially convected sunward to the dayside

magnetopause for forming plumes.

 
Plasmaspheric plasma, Plasmaspheric plume, plasmaspheric refilling
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SAR arcs are the optical phenomenon caused by low-energy electron precipitation into the ionospheric F

layer from the interaction region between the ring current and the plasmasphere. In the recovery phase of

geomagnetic storms, low-energy electrons in the plasmasphere are heated by high-energy plasma in the

ring current, and these electrons precipitate into the F layer at subauroral latitude where oxygen atoms

are excited at altitudes about 400 km. Thus, SAR arcs have been observed at subauroral latitudes during

geomagnetic storms. However, Shiokawa et al. (2009) reported an event of SAR arcs detached from the

main oval after substorms, based on observation at Athabasca, Canada (54.7N, 246.7E, magnetic latitude

= 61.7N). However, statistical analysis of such substorm-associated SAR arcs have not been done yet.

Thus, in this study, we do a statistical analysis of substorm-associated SAR arcs observed at Athabasca. 

We analyzed all-sky images at wavelengths of 630.0 nm obtained at Athabasca from 3 September, 2005

to 31 December, 2009, and found 98 events. This result indicates that the SAR arcs are often detached

from the main oval after substorms at Athabasca. We investigated dependences of these SAR arc

appearances and their latitudes and durations on AU/AL indices, SYM-H, X component of magnetic field

variation at Yellowknife (YKC), north of Athabasca in the auroral zone, solar wind pressure, and IMF-Bz.

We found that when SAR arcs occur, AL and YKC-X component tend to decrease, indicating substorm

association of these SAR arcs. We found that the SAR arc occurrence peak is around midnight with a peak

rate of ~5 % with decreasing rates in both pre-midnight and post-midnight sectors. We then classified

these SAR arcs into 3 types by using simultaneous 557.7-nm images as: 1) 557.7-nm images show weak

structures similar to the 630.0-nm SAR arcs (30 %), 2) 557.7-nm images does not show structures similar

to the 630.0-nm SAR arcs (55 %), 3) 557.7-nm images show structures different from the 630.0-nm SAR

arcs (15 %). In the presentation, we will discuss possible cause of the detachment of SAR arcs from the

main oval associated with substorms.

 
SAR arc, substorm, MI coupling
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The influence of the ionosphere on the aurora can be evaluated by examining the asymmetry of conjugate

aurora at various time-space scales. We conducted a high-speed imaging observation of aurora at

Tjornes/Iceland and Syowa/Antarctica for the time interval from 2 September 2016 to 7 September 2016

when high aurora activity continued for several days, which was driven by high-speed solar wind from a

large coronal hole. It is found that an overall conjugacy is not good as we originally expected, even

considering the modeled conjugate points. For example, vortex evolution from small scale (so called folds,

a few ten km) to large scale (spirals, a few hundred km) occurred over whole field of view at Syowa, while

such vortex structures themselves are hard to recognize at Tjornes at the same time. In this talk we

discuss the conjugate morphology in more detail. Further we present the current situation and future

development of the high-speed conjugate imaging observations.

 
Aurora, Conjugacy, High-speed imaging
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